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STOP TRIAL & ERROR. BE PRODUCTIVE.

SilverFast
TexColorAnalyzer
Accurate Colors for Textile Production

Scan Solution for DMlx Cloud Services
Turn your scanner into a textile analyzer
SilverFast TexColorAnalyzer turns your scanner into a high-quality measuring tool for textile manufacturing processes. Measure your color and share it on the DMix network with production stages all around the world for consistent colors throughout the whole process.

After calibrating the scanner with one of LaserSoft Imaging’s own high-quality IT8 charts, the fabric sample is scanned and its color values are transmitted into the DMix cloud where they can be accessed from all over the world.

SilverFast TexColorAnalyzer reduces the time necessary and the number of samples and test prints significantly.

Profit from the expertise of the three partner companies Epson, ColorDigital and LaserSoft Imaging.

SilverFast TexColorAnalyzer is tailored to use the full potential of the Epson Perfection V850 Pro scanner. Together, these two form a powerful yet affordable textile analyzer package. Due to its small dimensions, it can be used almost everywhere.

Epson Scanner
- Epson Perfection V850 Pro
- High-quality scan unit
- Excellent color reproduction

Consistent Colors
- Cost-efficient textile analyzer
- Calibrated workflow
- For all lighting conditions